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The interaction of electrons with LO phonons provides an important mechanism of optical dephasing and
carrier scattering for the two-dimensional electron gas in semiconductor quantum wells. In this paper, the
corresponding ultrafast nonlinearities for off-resonant and resonant intersubband excitations are investigated.
Quantum kinetic effects of the electron-phonon interaction and the corresponding violation of the microscopic
energy conservation yield a qualitative different picture compared to the standard Markovian theory, if the
phonon energy is larger than the intersubband-gap energy.
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In ultrafast optics, a two-level system is a well-known
model system for nonlinear effects ranging from an instanta-
neous response of the induced dipole to the shape of the light
pulse �adiabatic following or Kerr nonlinearity� for off-
resonant excitation to saturation effects �Pauli blocking� and
Rabi flopping for resonant excitation.1 Similar effects can
also be observed for transitions between two bands in
semiconductors.2 However, compared to an atomic system
such coherent optical nonlinearities in a semiconductor can
be modified or completely suppressed by many-body effects,
such as electron-phonon �el.-ph.� and electron-electron
interaction.3–5 For example, modified Rabi oscillations have
been observed in semiconductor bulk material6,7 as well as in
semiconductor nanostructures, like quantum dots8,9 and
quantum wells.10 Recently, experimental progress in the in-
frared and terahertz �THz� regime allows the extension of
these studies to intersubband �ISB� transitions in a two-
dimensional electron gas in a semiconductor quantum well
�QW�.11,12 More experimental observations of ultrafast opti-
cal nonlinearities in this low energy regime are expected to
be published in the near future.

In this paper, we aim at the importance of the quantum
kinetics of the el.-ph. interarction for ISB nonlinearities and
evaluate a theory of the optically induced ISB response in a
deep semiconductor QW. The analysis includes the energeti-
cally lowest two subbands. Due to doping the subbands are
populated with a two-dimensional electron gas forming a
Fermi-distribution in the ground state, compare. Fig. 1. The
optical field can be used to induce ISB transitions between
both subbands �solid arrow�. Material parameters, such as the
subband energy ��k� were taken from a GaAs/AlGaAs QW.
Nonparabolicity effects of the conduction band lead to dif-
ferent effective masses of each subband.13 The masses can be
calculated according to Ref. 16. As a first approach to many-
particle scattering and dephasing mechanisms for ISB tran-
sitions in nonlinear optics we discuss the coupling of the
electronic system to a bath of optical bulk phonons, which
are not confined by the QW, on a quantum kinetic �non-
Markovian� and on a semiclassical �Markovian� level. Such a
treatment of the phonons has already been used for quantum
dots.14,15 Quantum kinetic �el.-ph.� scattering was found to
be important for ultrafast nonlinear optical excitations in

bulk material and nanostructures.17,18 Measurements of the
nonlinear absorption of GaN/AlGaN QWs indicate a promi-
nent role of quantum kinetics of the el.-ph. interarction.19

Theoretical investigations are so far restricted to a detailed
analysis of the linear optical properties �line shape� �Refs. 20
and 21� and their quantum kinetics.22

The model system is described by the Hamiltonian H
=H0+Hel,ph+Hdip, where H0 describes the free kinetics of the
electrons and phonons, Hel,ph the el.-ph. interaction and Hdip
the electron-light dipole interaction.20 H0 reads

H0 = �
i,k

�ikaik
† aik + �

q
��LObq

†bq. �1�

Here, �ik=�2k2 /2mi+�gap is a single particle energy of an
electron in subband i with an in-plane wave-vector k and
��LO is the phonon energy �36 meV�, while aik

† , aik, and bq
†,

bq are creation and annihilation operators for the electrons in
the subbands i=1, 2 with 2d wave-vector k and phonons
with the 3d wave-vector q. The Hamiltonian of the el.-ph.
interarction is given by

Hel,ph = �
i,j,k,q

�gq
ijai,k

† bqaj,k−q�
+ gq

ij*aj,k−q�

† bq
†ai,k� . �2�

Here, q� denotes the in-plane projection of the phonon wave-
vector q and gq

ij are the Fröhlich coupling matrix

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the band structure of a two-band
system with different subband masses �solid line� and equal sub-
band masses �dashed line�.
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elements.20,21 The dipole interarction of the electrons with a
classical electric field reads

Hdip = �
i,j,k

MijE�t�ai,k
† aj,k. �3�

Here, E�t� is the z component of the external electric field at
the QW position and Mij are the dipole matrix elements.20,21

The Heisenberg equations for the electron occupations f ii,k
= �aik

† aik� in subbands i at the wave-vector k and the ISB
coherences �microscopic polarization� f ij,k= �aik

† ajk��i� j� at
wave-vektor k are

d

dt
f ij,k = − i�ik,jkf ij,k +

iE�t�
�

�
l

�Mjlf il,k − Mlif lj,k�

−
1

i�
�
l,q

�gq
lisk+q�,q,k

lj + gq
ilsk−q�,q,k

lj* − gq
jlsk,q,k−q�

il

− gq
ljsk,q,k+q�

il � . �4�

Here, we have introduced �ik,jk= ��i,k−� j,k� /� and the
phonon-assisted density matrix elements �PDM� sk+q�,q,k

ij

= �aik+q�

† bqajk�.23 In order to obtain a closed set of equations
we have performed a correlation expansion24,25 up to second
order in gq

ij �single phonon process�. This yields

d

dt
sk+q�,q,k

ij = i��ik,jk+q�
− �LO�sk+q�,q,k

ij −
i

�
�
lm

gml*

���nq + 1�f im,k+q�
��lj − f lj,k� − nqf lj,k��im

− f im,k+q�
�� − �phsk+q�,q,k

ij . �5�

Here, nq denotes the Bose-Einstein distribution for the
phonons, determined by the lattice temperature T and the
phonon energy. The Markov approximation of Eq. �5� is dis-
cussed in Refs. 22 and 24; instead of the differential equation
Eq. �5� one gets an explicit expression for sk+q�,q,k

ij , that is
only depending on the single-particle quantities such as f ij,k.
In Eq. �5� we have introduced the phenomenlogical damping
constant �ph, which was found to enhance numerical stabil-
ity, without changing our results or their interpretation, as
long as �ph is smaller than the el.-ph. interaction induced
linewidth of the linear absorption spectra.22 We have verified
that in the nonlinear regime, the choice of �s has no impact
onto results, as long as ��ph�1 meV �cp. Fig. 3�b��. If not
mentioned otherwise, we use ��ph=1 meV.

In the following the quantum kinetic equations, Eqs. �4�
and �5�, are evaluated numerically. In contrast to Ref. 22,
which focused on linear absorption, this paper analyzes the
nonlinear ultrafast optical response which in the time domain
for the quantum kinetic and the Markovian regime. We start
by investigating resonant excitation �1� where we expect
Rabi flopping of the carrier density for sufficiently short and
strong pulses and subsequently focus on well off-resonant
excitations �2�, dominated by adiabatic following which cor-
responds to a Kerr nonlinearity. Furthermore, we demon-
strate that the Markovian approach fails for gap energies
smaller than the phonon energy �3�.

In all three cases, the pulse duration is chosen to investi-
gate the most interesting case where the typical el.-ph. scat-
tering time is of the order of the pulse width. This typical
time has been extracted from the spectral width introduced
by the el.-ph. interarction in a linear spectrum.22 In thermo-
dynamic equilibrium a small fraction of the carriers is found
in the upper subband, hence the population in the upper sub-
band is nonzero before and after the excitation.

�1� Resonant excitation: Figure 2 shows Rabi flops in a
10 nm wide QW with a gap energy between the subbands of
98.45 meV and a carrier density n=6.0�1011 cm −2 at the
temperatures T=300 K and T=77 K. The exciting Gaussian
pulse with a pulse area of 	=4
 and pulse duration of �p
=700 fs is centered around t=0 fs. The dynamics where the
el.-ph. interarction has been artificially switched off �free�
does not show complete Rabi flops to a 4
 pulse �two oscil-
lations�, since the different curvature of the upper and lower
subband the transitions result in an energy dispersion of the
transition energy and not all electrons are excited
resonantly.2 Furthermore, the damping of the Rabi oscilla-
tions through the el.-ph. interarction is only moderately
stronger in the non-Markovian case. This follows from a
quantum kinetic memory effect of the interarction. When
performing a Markov approximation onto the PDM in Eq.
�5�, it is assumed that the occupations f ii,k are constant on a
relative time scale t−�. This condition is not fulfilled for
nonlinear optical excitation, because the occupations do
change rapidly. In consequence Markovian dynamics under-
estimates the damping, since there is no memory of earlier
times. In principle, the variation of the phenomenological
damping in Eq. �5� can be used to estimate a memory time of
interarction �mem	���ph�−10, by increasing the phenomeno-
logical damping the memory time of the non-Markovian dy-
namics is reduced. Figure 3 shows Rabi oscillations �same
effective masses in both subbands� with different values of
�ph. For an increasing �ph the non-Markovian Rabi flops
�solid line� approach the Markovian solution �dashed line�,
which clearly demonstrate the memory effect on this time
scale.

�2� Off-resonant excitation: Having a much larger detun-
ing of carrier frequency and band gap than the spectral pulse
width of 2 meV, we observe a temporally adiabatic following

FIG. 2. Relative population n2 /n of the upper subband in a 10
nm wide QW that has a carrier density of n=6.0�1011 cm−2 with
non-Markovian �solid line�, Markovian �dashed line� el.-ph. inter-
arction, and for free carriers �dotted line� at a lattice temperature �a�
T=300 K and �b� 77 K.
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of the upper subband carrier density with respect to the ex-

citing pulse envelope function Ẽ�t� and a corresponding Kerr
nonlinearity. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 for a detuning of 20
meV and a pulse width of 2 meV. For free carriers, the popu-

lation is of the upper level clearly is proportional to Ẽ2�t�.
However, the el.-ph. interarction introduces a deviation from
this ideal behavior. Here, after the carrier population of the
upper subband has reached a maximum, the decay is slower
and does not follow the pulse shape. This nonadiabatic be-
havior is caused by el.-ph. induced dephasing which typi-
cally generates a finite incoherent population after the pulse.2

This incoherent population decays slower in comparison to
free carriers via relaxation from the upper to the lower sub-
band. From these calculations we conclude that a pure Kerr
nonlinearity is not easily designable due to the counteracting
el.-ph. interarction.

�3� For many quantum cascade lasers, wide QWs with
small gap energies are used corresponding to transition fre-
quencies in the THz regime.26 It is a widespread belief that in
QWs with subband gap energies smaller than the phonon
energy of optical phonons close to the � point, the el.-ph.
interarction has no major impact on ISB transitions.27 How-
ever, this argument relies strongly on the validity of the Mar-
kov approximation, which fully suppresses the el.-ph. inter-
arction in this limit. The more realistic quantum kinetic Eqs.
�5�, however, obey the energy-time uncertainty and do not
rely on microscopic energy conservation for el.-ph. colli-

sions. Hence even below the phonon energy non-Markovian
el.-ph. interarction has an impact onto ISB transitions. We
illustrate this for the case of Rabi oscillations.

Figure 5 shows Rabi flops in a 20 nm wide quantum well
that has a subband gap energy of 30.51 meV �i.e., below the
phonon energy of 36 meV� and a carrier density of n=2.0
�1010 cm−2. For such a QW nonparabolicity effects of the
band structure are less dominant, hence the effective subband
masses are almost equal and the different dispersion has
nearly no effect on the Rabi oscillations of the noninteracting
system �dashed�. It can be recognized that for high tempera-
tures �Figs. 5�a� and 5�b��, the Markov approximation re-
mains a valid approach, however, at 25 K �Fig. 5�c�� lattice
temperature the Markovian approximation resembles the
Rabi oscillations of free carriers, whereas the non-Markovian
approach exhibits a considerable damping of the oscillations.
At 25 K the charge distribution is centered close to the �
point and any scattering event violates energy conservation.
This is illustrated in Fig. 6 which shows the initial Fermi
distributions in the lower subband at 25 K and 300 K. With
increasing temperature the electron distribution function is

FIG. 3. �a� Relative population n2 /n of the upper subband in a
10 nm wide QW with equal subband masses that has a carrier
density of n=6.0�1011 cm−2 with Markovian �dashed line� and
non-Markovian, with different values of ��ph �solid line�, el.-ph.
interarction at a lattice temperature of T=300 K. �b� Magnification
of the box in �a�, non-Markovian el.-ph. interarction with ��ph

=0.1 meV �dotted line�.

FIG. 4. Relative population of the upper subband normalized to
the maximum and averaged over 50 fs for a detuning of 20 meV,
with non-Markovian �solid line� and Markovian �dashed line�
el.-ph. interarction at a lattice temperature T=300 K, as well as free

carriers �dotted line� and Ẽ�t�2 �line with dots�.

FIG. 5. Relative population n2 /n of the upper subband in a 20
nm wide QW �el. density of n=2.0�1010 cm−2� with non-
Markovian el.-ph. interarction�solid line�, Markovian of �a� 300 K,
�b� 150 K, �c� 25 K. �d� 25 K, and non-Markovian el.-ph. interarc-
tion with scattering and dephasing �solid line� and dephasing only
�dashed line�.

FIG. 6. Fermi-Dirac distributions for a carrier density of 2.0
�1010 cm−2 at 25 K �solid line�, 300 K �dashed line�.
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more spread out in k space, hence more electrons have
higher kinetic energies, so that their energy is sufficient to
fulfill energy conservation for the scattering and dephasing
processes. Therefore, Rabi oscillations within Markov ap-
proximation are damped for sufficiently high temperatures
but resemble the behavior of free charge at low temperature.
Within a non-Markovian approach, however, Rabi oscilla-
tions are damped even at low temperature, resulting from
nonenergy conserving processes. Damping of Rabi oscilla-
tions resulting from a violation of energy conservation has
been found in quantum dots.28 However, in this case without
simultaneous energy relaxation of carriers to the lower band,
these processes are therefore called pure dephasing. Pure
dephasing results from virtual transitions only. In our case
the dephasing is accompanied by a real transfer of carriers
from the upper subband to the lower subband, Figure 5�d�
shows the Rabi flops at 25 K including scattering and
dephasing processes �i= j and i� j in Eq. �4�� as well as with

dephasing processes only �i� j in Eq. �4� only�. It can be
recognized that both kinds of processes contribute to the
damping of the Rabi oscillations.

In conclusion, we find that in the picosecond range el.-ph.
interarction has an essential impact onto the damping mecha-
nisms of nonlinear coherent phenomena in semiconductor
ISB transitions. For larger QWs, with gap energies smaller
than the phonon energy and a sufficiently narrow initial en-
ergy distribution of the electrons, non-Markovian dynamics
is necessary to correctly describe the el.-ph. interarction.
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